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Commercial enterprise has traditionally regarded profit
as a primary motivating factor in decision making.
Decisions to make or buy, sell or lease, invest or spend,
are usually qui ced by the notion of profit. By using
profit, or a suitable surrogate, as a measure of effective-
ness, decision alternatives are readily quantified. In
regard to matters relating to logistics support, and inven-
tories in particular, businesses have generally sought to
minimize their costs. Cost minimization is a reasonable
surrogate measure of effectiveness La this instance, in that
reduced costs in an overhead account are tantamount to
increased profits -- the underlying objective.
Histcricaily , the Department of Defense has used the
sate? general models as industry to establish inventory
levels at their numerous inventory stock points. Clearly,
the objectives of the Department of Defense are net profit
oriented. This obvious fact has beei duly recognized in the
recent past and policies have shifted accordingly. The
following excerpt from the FY78 Defease Authorization Act is
evidence to this fact.
The budget of the Department of Defense submitted to
Congress for Fiscal Year 1979 and subsequent fiscal
years shall include data projecting the effect of the
appropriations requested for material readiness require-
aents.
Loqistic support of complex weapon systems is a large
part of the resources to readiness problem addressed above.
This, together with other high level directives and policy
guidance, has provided the impetus for the development of
inventory models that measure hardware performance and
mission readiness characteristics.

Additionally, when shaking ths most effective utiliza-
tion of resources, one must know where those resources
should be placed to have the graat^st affect on the total
force readiness structure. Optimizing at each hierarchical
level of an organization will rarely result in an optimal
strategy for the whole. En response to this need, inventory
models have been developed which encompass the satire supply
system rather than individual levels, or echelons, which
make up the supply distribution network.
A general class of moisls has solved which feature both
eguipment related performance objectives and multi-echelon
supply optimization. Unfortunately, the complex modeling
issues involved prohibit ths uss of exact mathematical
representations and closed form analytic solutions. It is,
therefore, extremely difficult to d bj-?ctively evaluate ths
relative merits of thsss models. In this thesis, one
aDproach is offered. It is a simulation that features a
multi-indenture, equipment oriented model, Sulti-Echelon
Technique for Evaluating Operational Readiness (METEOR)
,
that generates demand en as integrated, multi-echelon supply
system.
Chapter II provides a brief uackround and some common
characteristics of multi-echelon nodels. kn objective
shared by many such models, operational availability, is
discussed in some detail. Chapter III outlines the primary
multi-echelon simulation aodels currently in use by the
Navy. It concludes that :iETEOR is unique in its ability to
assess multi-echelon inventory models and the supply
system's impact en weapon system performance in a shipboard
environment.
In Chapter IV, the equipment related aspects of METEOR
are presented. The hardware system, its operation and meas-
ured performance, is modeled through the use of TIGER, a
product cf the Naval Sea Systems Comnand. TIGER'S operating
10

characteristics and options ars reviewed and discussed.
Chapter V offers a detailed presentation of the METEOR simu-
lation. The potential user of METEOR is provided, in the
appendices, with the docamenta tion necessary to underszani
and exercise the simulation.
Finally, in Chapters VI and VII, the reader is provided
with model validation results, concluding remarks, and
recommendations for future research.
11

II* KtJLTI-BCHBLOH INTENrORY MODELS
A. & BRIE? HISTORY
Classical, analytic inventory models have been in use in
both the public and private sectors for many years. The
earliest and per.naps most well known model is Wilson's
Econcmic Order Quantity (EOQ) formula. The field now
abounds with a multitude of variations on that model, but at
the heart of each, two considerations are generally
implicit: (1) the objective function minimizes the total
variable cost of inventory, and (2> given a hierarchical
supply network, an individual inventory stock point acts
(optimizes) independently of its soiree of supply, lateral
counterparts and customers in terms of system-wide inventory
levels.
The term "m alti- echelo n" first appeared in the litera-
ture in 1953 in a research memorandum by A. J. Zlark of Rand
Corporation working under contract to the Air Force. The
model used dynamic programming technigues in pursuit of
optimality but Bade no claim that optimal solutions would be
achieved. Most importantly, however, there was a perceived
need to integrate the inventory stockage policies of
complex, hierarchical supply systems. During the ensuing
decade, Rand Corporation continued research in the field of
multi-echelon systems, and, in 1965, Craig C. Sherbrooke
published "METRIC: A Multi-Echelon Technigue for
Recoverable Item Control" [ Ref . 1 ]. It was purported to be
the first multi-echelon, multi-itam model proposed for
implementation. A notable feature of this model was a shift
in emphasis on the objective function from one of cost mini-
mization through arbitrarily assigned backorder costs to
12

thax of system performance maximization. A? Sherbrooke
stated [ Ref . 1],
Instead of computing stock levels on the basis of arti-
ficial estimates of holding cost rate and backorder
cost, this approach focuses management attention on the
entire weapons system so that an appropriate combination
of system effectiveness and systsoa cost can bs selected.
There have teen several multi-echelon models developed
since that time. In the Department of Defense, eacn service
has adopted different moisls. Although each service has
employed more than one such model, the following three
deserve mention:
1. Availability Centered Inventory Model (ACIM) - Navy
2. Multi-Echelon Technique for Recoverable Item Control;
Modified (Mod-METRIC ) - Air F:rce
3. Selective Stockage for Availability, Multi-Ech€lon
(SESAME) - Army
Some of the common characteristics and features of tl ese
models are discussed in tas paragraphs that follow.
B. CHARACTERISTICS
The models referred to above hare been developed prima-
rily for use as tools to be used in the determination of
inventory levels at various suppl/ echelons for complex
equipments and/or hardware systems. The number of echelons
represented can be as fsw as two, of: in some cases, may be
theoretically unlimited. A typical supply echelon structure
is shown in Figure 2.1 .
The hardware systems are typically modeled as a hier-
archical series of components and subsystems, commonly
referred to as indenture levels. Again, the number of
indenture levels repressn table by any particular model
varies, but is generally limited to two or three. In most
13
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Figure 2. 1 Typical Supply Echelon Structure.
cases, the components are treated as being connected in
series in a reliability sense and, therefore, a failure of a
component results in failure of the system.
Because of the extreme analytic complexity inherent in
multi-echelcn modeling, closed-form solutions to the problem
are impractical for implementation. Therefore, most models
in use tcday rely on analytic, highLy structured, solution
technigues primarily through mathematical programming.
Another characteristic common to many multi-echelon
models is their assumption that reordering is done on a
one-for-one basis, and that an echelon may only be resup-
plied frcm a higher level (i.e., no lateral resupply) . As
in any modeling effort, assumptions like these are made to
enhance the model's tract ability. However, these two
n

particular assumptions are clearly violated in real world
practice. In general, reordering is done with economic
order quantities of some sort, and critical equipment fail-
ures will invariably result in lateral resupply if necessary
and feasible. The effect of these assumptions has not been
made clear in the literature.
The relative merits and limitations of multi-echelon
models versus conventional single ?chelon models is not at
issue in this paper. However, the following points deserve
consideration. One characteristic common to these models
that has limited their ass to isolated cases rather than
full scale adaptation, is their requirement for a detailed,
and accurate data base. Generally, the data required by
these models is not readily available and an entire manage-
ment information system (MIS) would have to be structured
and implemented to support a multi- ache Ion inventory model.
On the other hand, thsse models, as a class, possess an
extremely strong intuitivs and analytic appeal. Not only do
they integrate the supply system sc as to represent the
various interactions between echelons, but, they also focus
management attention on the impact of a supply system on
weapon systems instead of pi<=ce part support.
There has been a trend, in recant years, to emphasize
tha relationship between readiness and resources. These
models endeavor to provide a framework from which to analyze
that relationship. For this reason alone, they warrant
further development, study, and investigation.
The next section discusses the measures of effectiveness
used by the multi-echelon models.
15

C- THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION
1- 9.Ei:£§ti2I£i £l§i lability.: Discussion
Historically, the most conmon measars of supply
performance has been requisition ef f ectiver.ess* and an asso-
ciated measure of stockout risk. For a given item, it is
possible to calculate the probability that the item will be
available at any arbitrary time. Thus, it is possible to
determine inventory levels by minimizing the total variable
cost of having an item in inventory subject to a specified
stockour risk, cr, to solve the dual problem of minimizing
stockout risk subject to a cost constraint.
Multi-echelon models, on the other hand, generally
purport to measure system effectiveness vice requisition
effectiveness. The most common vehicle for this measurement
is operational availability (A ) . Operational availability




° MTBF + MTTR + SLDT
where,
MTBF is mean time between failure
MTTR is mean time to repair the equipment
subsequent to failure
MLDT is m €an loqistics delay time
In words, operational availability is, in the long run, the
probability that an equipment will be available when needed.
It is here -hat a controversy arises.
Requisition effectiveness may be def+ned as the prob-
ability that a requisition will be satisfied when presented
tc a stock point activity.
15

This aeasare has besn criticized for its total
dependence up or. mean times, which may or may not be relevant
to the mission at hand. For example, assume that an equip-
ment is to be evaluated on the basis of its operational
availability where an acceptable level is 0.90. Given that
the equipment has a demonstrated MTBF of 100 hours, MTTR of
1 hour, and HLDT of 9 hours, the calculated A is 0.92. The
equipment would be evaluated as having an acceptable A .
However, consider that the equipment will be used in
mission scenarios which ha<re 120 hour durations and that all
failures ar>3 catastrophic and result in mission abort. The
acceptability of this equipment is now open to question.
Second, one of the key assunptions made in arriving
at the steady state formula given by equation 2.1, is that
unlimited spares are available to effect repairs to the
equipment. This seems somewhat incongruous in light of the
fact that the formula is used to letermine the 'number of
spares to oe allocated to achieve a stated operational
availability.
Third, although equation 2.1 is the "accepted" defi-
nition of operational availability, the definition may be
applied differently depending on the scenario at hand, when
applied to hardware systems and their component subsystems.
Kaplan presents two such cases [Ref. 2, p. 18]. In both
cases it is assumed that a component failure results in
system failure. Consider Case A, wherein it is also assumed
that no other subsystem or component can fail when a system
is down. In this case, the formula for A is as shewn in









where, i represents the i-th system conponent.
In Case 3 it is assumed that component failures are not
affected by the status of the system. The resultant opera-
tional availability for the system is then:
a. = TT MTBF; (2.3.,
i=1 MTBFi MTTRi « SLDTi
where, i represents the i-th system conponent.
On applying both formulas to four test problems, Kaplan
found that there was no significant difference in A calcu-
lated by the two methods. However, inspection of the two
formulas reveals the potential for significant differences.
The precseding paragraphs are offered to demonstrate
that there is a need to seriously consider and evaluate the
manner in which the objectives are quantified in any given
model. As a matter of practical concern, however, the oper-
ational availability measure has been, and is being used,
with varying degrees of success in many applications. The
following paragraphs will demonstrate its application in the
three specific models mentioned previously: ACIM,
Mcd-METRIC, and SESAME.
2- Ope rati onal Availability: A^Elication
Given ^he operational availability definition
provided in eguation 2.1, it is readily apparent that when-
holding MTBF and MTTR fix=l, AQ is maximized by minimizing
MLDT. Therefore, the lost common form of the objective
18

function for a supply model is to minimize- soma measure of
requisition delay tins (e.g., tins-weighted backorders)
subject to a constraint on investment. There is only a very
subtle difference in this regard between ACIM and
Mod-METRIC, as evidenced by their objective functions which
appear in Appendix A. Sod-HEIEIC minimizes time-weighted
backorders, and ACIM minimizes time- weighted backorders per
deaand. Both models are constrained by investment. The
SESAME model is somewhat different. The objective is to
minimize total variable inventory costs (i.e., ordering and
holding costs) with a constraint on the expected number of
backorders. The constraint is placed in the objective func-
tion and the associated Lagrangian nultiplier represents a
backorder penalty cost. Prom the expected number of back-
orders, SESAME calculates the overall "average logistics
downtime" and uses this calculation as the MLDT fcr input to
the A formula. An explicit formulation for the SESAME
objective function appears in Appendix A.
3 . Other Measures
Although operational availability, or some form
thereof (e.g., time-weighted backorisrs), is the prevalent
measure of ef
f
cctiveness in multi-echelon, multi-item
modeling, other objectives have been proposed for use. The
Air Force has shifted its emphasis in some of their more
recent models, toward a measure which reflects the maximum
nunber cf sorties which are capable of being flown at any
given time. Another measure which is used in a commercial
multi-echelon package, 0? rJS, [ Ref . 3], is termed "mission
effectiveness", and can be thought of as a measure of system
reliability. OPDS also employs other measures of effective-






The analytic models discussed i p. the previous chapter
generally serve zo provide actual inventory levels for each
echelon of supply, and the resultant 'readiness' measures
associated with these levels. Multi-echelon simulations
have been developed, in large part, to evaluate the sensi-
tivity and effects of changing various parameters upon
readiness. Generally, simulations are developed to repre-
sent systems and events which are too complex to analyze
analytically. The analytic multi-echelon models in use
today are not exact treatments; they are heuristic and,
therefore, may net provide globally optimal solutions to the
problems they endeavor to s:lve. When additional
constraints and embellishments are added, even a heuristic
treatment often becomes iatractibls-
By their nature, simulations only provide estimates to
the performance measures of interest. P.epeated sampling
improves upon this estimate, out even with a very detailed
model that is run many times, there is no guarantee that the
estimate will be an accurate representation of the real
world. The objective, rather, is to have *-he facility to
compare many svstems and/or policies under controlled condi-
tions. These conditions should represent the salient
characteristics cf the environment in which those systems
and policies will be operating.
In the next section of this chapter, four multi-echelon
simulations which have been developed for, and used by the
Navy are examined. In the final section, the need for
another such model is established, and a new model, METEOR:
20





Multi-echelon simulations have been developed as
tools to aid in the evaluation of alternative supply poli-
cies which affect the material readiness of hardware
systems. At issue may be the ie termination of various
inventory and reorder levels, transportation methodologies,
budgets or any ether number of supply related parameters.
In -chis context, the systems being supported may range from
relatively simple eguipments to entire fleets of ships or
aircraft. In a quest to quantify its readiness posture, the
0.5. Navy has sponsored and/or developed a number of readi-
ness assessment type simulations. In general, these may be
partitioned into two groups: equipment and supply. The two
groups are distinguishei by their measures of effectiveness
which are characteristically equipment-oriented in one case
and supply-oriented in the other. Ml models discussed are
Monte Carlo, discrete event simulations.
2- Ships SutjD^z Support Study (S(*)
This simulation was developed in the early 1970*s in
response to a Chief of Naval Operations (CNO) call for an
automated model which would relate dollar outlays to fleet
capabilities. Surface forces of the Sixth Fleet form the
basis and operating scenario for the model. Four echelons
of supply are represented and modelei in great detail. Each
discrete echelon model embodies the actual forecasting and
replenishment routines that were in ourrent use by the Navy.
Each echelon, however, is treated independently of the
others. They are linked together only in the final analysis
21

by means of a synthesizer which computes system performance
statistics as a function of the output of each echelcn. The
output offers various measures of supply effectiveness. S4
did not model an equipment repair process or pipeline.
Because of toe detail modeled at each echelon, the data base
required was extensive anl, consequei tly, the model has been
considered cumbersome and limiting.
3. Aviation Afloat ail Ashore ALlowance Analyzer (5A)
The 5A simulation was a follow-on to the S4 study.
It was also sponsored by the CNO to evaluate resources and
their impact on ireadiness. This effort shifted the scenario
from a shipboard environment to the Naval aviation supply
ccumuni-y. The 5A study modeled three echelons to reflect
typical Seventh Fleet aviation resupply, transportation, and
communication channels. As with the S4 study the echelons
are -created independently being linked together by means of
a synthesizer. Output is supply oriented and data base
requirements are extensive. The individual echelon models
may be usee, independently for analysis of problems at any
particular -echelcn desirei. A major difference between 5A
and S4, is 5A s explicit treatment of repairable material
and the repair pipeline.
4. SPECTRUM
Unlike the supply oriented S'4 and 5A simulators, the
Simulation Package for Evaluation of Carrier Techniques,
Readiness, utilization and Maintenance (SPECTRUM) , is equip-
ment and system oriented. It models an equipment's
confiquration in terms of its components and provides output
in the form of equipment availability and reliability. It
was developed u r.der sponsorship of the Naval Air Systems
Command, Readiness Improvement Office.
22

SPECTRUM is a highly complex, modularized, discrete
event simulation designed to project readiness values for
Naval airborne weapons systems as a function of their total
logistics support system and operational emplD/ment. The
modules are classified in two groups, PRISM and 3ETINA. The
PRISM group simulates organizational and ingermediate level
maintenance and local aviation supply. RETIMA simulates
depot level maintenance and its associated supply and
distribution network. The PRISM group consists of the
following modules which can be run either irds pendently or
collectively:
IMAGE - encompasses the material, physical, personnel
and procedural processes involved with aviation inter-
mediate level maintenance
PEER - simulates renovai of aircraft engines and the
handling of the failed engine and its replacement.
OPTICS - simulates the effect Df organization il level
maintenance and supply. Includes aircraft handling,
squadron manpower, supply responses, equipment reli-
ability and operational requirenents.
LASER - models and analyzes sippiy performance as a
function of initial stock levels, demand and supply
policies.
The level of detail in SPECTRUM permits studies of a
very specific nature. Changes to personnel, test equip-
ments, supply, reliability, maintainability, operating
characteristics and budget constraints can be evaluated and
their impact on readiness predicted.
SPECTRUM is generally considered to be a maintenance
model. Technically, however, it nay be considered also a
multi-echelon supply mod=l due to the fact that it models
23

the end use echelon which is supported by a conglomerated
'higher' echelon. However, specific requisition channels
are not employed and its usefulness is a multi-echelon model
is therefore limited.
5- SIMULATION OF A L33ISTICS SUPPORT SYSTEM
This simulation was developed in a research effort
bv the George Washington. University Logistics Research
Project under sponsorship of the Navy Special Projects
Office. The simulation is more specific in nature than
those preceding in that it deals exclusively with the
Polaris weapon system. Although the simulation uses actual
outfitting allowances as an input to the model, it does no
configuration modeling and should therefore be considered
supply oriented.
Unlike 5 A and SU , however, fiis model recognizes the
inherent dependence among supply eohelons and models the
supply system accordingly. The four echelons modeled
include up to nine end use activites (submarines) , a subma-
rine tender, an ashcre depot, and the ultimate sources of
supply — the manufacturer and repair facility. It offers
three alternative modes of operation. In the first, the
submarine echelon may be studied independently of the
others. Second, to estimate readiness degradation as a
function of time, submarines may be supported by the higher
echelons for a specified time, after which all resupply from
upper echelons is terminated. Third, it is possible to vary
depot stocks during the simulation in an effort to simulate
policies associated with tie budgeting process.
24

C. PROPOSED 30D EL: METEOR
1 • Purpose and Object Ives
Initially, there was but ona intended purpose for
the development of a new multi-echelon simulation; to
provide a common framework from which to analyze and compare
the various analytic models discussed in Chapter II. It was
shown that thosa models vary in their assumptions, their
structure, and their objectives, aid that simulation is an
acceptable vehicle for per conning side-by-side comparisons
of these models. Furthermore, it was demonstrated in
Chapter II. C. 1. that the prime objective of those models is
equipment oriented. That is, they attempt to reflect the
interrelationships of the components which comprise the
system. Supply performance is than measured by its ability
to keep the system operational. Tha author is unaware of
any current simulation that combines both hierarchical
equipment configuration data and multiple supply echelons
with enough detail to accurately assess equipment readiness
in a multi-echelcn supply a rvircnment
.
Another basic purpose for the use and development of
this simulation came to light ia the course of this
research. The Navy does not currently have a model that
will evaluate the impact ^f changes in supply related param-
eters on shipboard weapon system 'readiness 1 . The SPECTRUM
model has a wide rang? of variable input parameters,
including supply, and has been used successfully in the
assessment of hardware system readiness. However, its lack
of multi-echelcn supply realism has been noted and, further-
more, the simulation is very much limited to airborne weapon
system applications. In its current state, METEOR is
capable of assessing weapon system readiness as a function
cf the system configuration, the equipment reliability, the
repair process, the mission, and the logistics support
25

system. with the enhancements outlined in Chapter TFII, this
capability could be greatly expanded.
2- Ty_p_e and Structure
Similar to the simulation models discussed above,
METEOR is a Monte Carlo, discrete event simulation. The
simulation code is written in the FORTRAN IV programming
language. It has two primary units: the equipment config-
uration and hardware system evaluation unit, and the
multi-echelon supply and supply effectiveness unit.
The first unit, equipment configuration, is named
TIGER. It is the product of previous work done by the Naval
Sea Systems Command (NAVSEA) Readiness Branch in 1979
[Ref. 4].
TIGER is a generic name foe a family of computer
programs which can be used to evaluate, by simulation, a
complex system in order to estimate various readiness meas-
ures. TIGER is being used on a stand alone basis by NAVSEA
to evaluate Reliability, Maintainability, Availability (RMA>
performance characteristics of new ship classes [Ref. 5 ]•
TI3EP will allow virtually an unlimited range of equipment:
configurations tc be modeled, from very broad system repre-
sentations to the minute details of piece parts. A more
detailed analysis of the TIGER model is provided in Chapter
IV.
The second unit, multi-echelon supply (MtJLTE) , was
developed to satisfy the objectives outlined in Section 1,
above. Basically, it models up to five echelons of supply,
which can be varied to suit the user's scenario. It is
capable of modeling up to 30 end-use activities (i.e.,
ships). From one to 15 ships may be positioned on the east
or west coast. Requisition channels are determined by the
ship's coast and its operating mode, of which there are




, (2) operations outside CONUS without Mobil?
Logistic Support Force (MLSF) support, and (3) operations
outside CONUS with MLSF support. A generic repair facility
and the associated repair pipeline is modeled for each
CO= St.
The two units are combined to form METEOR. TIGER
generates equipment component failurss (demands) and accumu-
lates equipment reaiiaass statistics based on the
equipment's operational status. Siven a demand, MULTE will
process the requirement through the supply echelons, order
replacements for stock when necessary, and return a supply
response time (SRT) to II3ER. The component is restored to
operational status when the replacement is received and
installed, A detailed analysis of METEOR, in particular the
multi-echelon unit, is contained in Chapter V.
3 « Ac. van tag ?s
METEOJ! is unique. There ara similarities between
METEOR and SPECTRUM, however, they are designsd around two
very different supply ani maintenance networks. The Navy
has no other simulations which integrate a hierarchical
system configura tion with a multi-achelon supply system.
HETEOR has a significant capability for modelina
flexibility, as will be seen in the following two chapters.
The potential user has an extremely wide range of modeling
options which may be employed to build a detailed scenario.
Indeed, the number of usar options are so great that this
'advantage' may actually be a hindrance to tha uninitiated
user when first attempting to exercise the simulation.
The primary advantage of METEOR, however, lies in
the fact that it provides a tool that heretofore did not
exist. It will allow the interests! analyst to make direct
comparisons and to evaluate the relative performance of





This chapter provides an overview of the NAVSEA TIGER
simulation and the modifications resulting trom integrating
the multi-echelon supply simulation. Excellent documenta-
tion for TIGER in its stand-alone form may be found in the
TI3ER Manual [Ref. 6], TIGER was amended foe use on the
Naval Postgraduate School computer in 1960 by Leather
[Ref. 7]. It was further modified, for application on the
IBM System 3033, by O'Reilly [Ref. 8]. O'Reilly's work
necessitated so ire minor adjustments to TIGER output to
facilitate his particular applicatiDn. lhe=.e adjustments
have been removed to keep TIGER in basically it:; original
form. For random number generation, T IG2£ calls on the
LLRANDOMII randou number generator "Ref. 9'j. Th •» complete
set of computer programs which comprise TIGEF, and a compre-
hensive variable listing, are contained in Appendices B and
D to Reference 7 respectively. Portions Df the TIGER
program which have been changed to implement METEOR are
included in Appendix E of this thesis.
B. OPERATION
1 . General
In TIGER, a string of random numbers is used to
generate simulated eguipraent times to failure (TTF) and
times to repair (TTR) . Based on the system configuration of
component equipments, the system 'up' and 'down' times are
determined, and various readiness nsasures are calculated.
The simulated mission is repeated a number cf times. The
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readiness measures are aggregated foe each mission, and an
average is calculated to provide a statistical estimate of
the actual system performance characteristics.
Failure and repair times are drawn from exponential
distributions with parameters being mean time between
failure (MTBF) and mean time to repair (MTTR) for the giver,
equipment. At the beginning of each mission, all equipments
are assigned TTF 's based on their MTBF's and a random draw.
The TTF's are placed chronologically in an event queue. The
first time to failure is accessed and the simulation clock
is advanced to the corresponding event time. A TTR is
generated for this equipment again, based on its assigned
MTTR and a random draw. The TTR is added to the current
time (and flagged to identify it as a repair time), and this
new event time is placed chronologically in the event queue.
This process continues until the next event time exceeds the
end of mission time, at which point the current mission is
terminated and a new on? is started.
The number of missions to be run is determined by
the user in one of two ways. In the first case, he may
specify a fixed number cf missions to be run (from 50-1000
in increments of 50) . In the second case,' the user speci-
fies a target and lower confidence limit for the system
reliability performance measure. missions are run in incre-
ments of 50, and system reliability is computed after each
increment. If the target is achieved prior to a specified
number of missions, the system meets reliabiltiy require-
ments, and execution is terminated. If the system does not
attain the lower confidence limit prior to the specified
maximum number of missions, the system fails its reliability
requirement, and execution is terminated.
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2. E^uicmsnt Characteristics and System Configuration
The hardware system under scrutiny is divided into
subsystems, and the subsystems further divided into any
level necessary to depict the system in accord with the
user's requirements. The lowest level identified is termed
an "equipment type" and must be assigned a MT3F f MTTR, and
the percent of time it will be used in the system. The most
convenient method for depicting the system is to construct a
reliability block diagram 'iuch as that shown in figure 4.1 .
Each block in this diicrrim can be identified as being in
either an up or down state at any given time. By "racing
through the various component states, it is possible to




Each mission is made up of a seguence of operational
phases of user specified Juration that describe the mission
scenario. In each phase, the equipment may be configured
differently and operated inder various conditions. TIGER
will recognize up to si£ different phase types in a mission.
Up to 9 1 phase types may be strung together in any order
desired to represent the mission to be completed. Eor
example, if the user desires to represent a mission that
consists of transit, alert, and engagement phases, it would
be possible for TIGER to /ary the weapon system's operating
mode during each phase type. This feature provides TIGER





































Over the course of each mission, TIGER accumulates
various statistics which ara used to compute four perform-
ance estimators. They are:
1. Reliability
Estimated reliability is the probability that a
system will perform satisfactorily for an entire mission.
Nr. of Mission Failures (Aborts)
REL (Estimate', = 1 (4.1)
Total Nr. of Simulated Missions
2. Instantaneous Availability
Estimated instantaneous availability is one of two
availability aeasures used in TIGER. Instantaneous avail-
ability is the probability that a system will be in an up
state a- a specific point, in time. It is calculated at the
beginning and end of each phase.*
Number of Missions Op at Time (t)Wk INST = (4.2)
(Ss-.iraate) Total Number of Missions Simulated
3. Average Availability
istimated average availability is the probability
the system will te in an up state at a random point in time.
This 3i?c,sure corresponds to -he operational availability
measure discussed in paragraph II.C.1.
Total Systen Uptime
AVA AVERAGE = (4.3)
(EstiEc.te) Total Mission Time for all Simulations
4. Readiness
Estimated readiness is defined in TIGER as the prob-
ability that the system will be in satisfactory operating
condition at a random point in time. Satifactory operating
*Althouah en € phase becins wheri a previous ends, the
instantaneous a ^ailability 'value may be different if the
system states are different in the two phase types.
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condition is considered to be wh = n there is neither a
mission abort ncr a system down. When a mission abort
occurs, the system will not recover bo an up state for the
remainder of the mission.
RED (Estimate) =
Downtime Prior to Hission Abort
Time after Mission Abort
Total Mission Time for all Simulations
<<*.**)
Figure 4.2 provides sample calculations for reliabilty,














































































Figure 4.2 Performance Measures: Sample Calculations.
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D. OPTIONS AND SPECIAL FEATURES
TIGER has a number of user options that allow for added
realism in scenario development. Seme of these features
have been exercised in the course of this research, while
others have been held constant or suppressed. Following,
are brief descriptions of the available features. The TIGER
Manual should be consulted fcr additional details.
1) Logistic System. In its stand alone mode, TIGER allows
for spares tc be drawn from three levels of supply.
Inventory levels ani delay times for shipment from one
echelon to another are input parameters. Unlimited
spares is also an option. This is not to be construed as
a muiti-echelcn supply system, as there is no interaction
between echelons and no reorder capability.
2) TIGER/MANNING. A separate program is avaiianle to
measure the effects of manning levels and maintenance
personnel on equipment performance. This option was not
used and is not included in the current simulation
package.
3) Variable Duty Cycle and Variable STTR. The variable duty
cycle option allows the user to assign different MTBF's
in different mission phases for the same equipment.
Variable MTTR is essentially the same option for repair
t i me s
.
4) MTBF and MTTR Multipliers. These options change MTBF or
MTTR across the entire mission timeline and are useful in
sensitivity analysis and in determining lower and upper
bounds on simulation estimators.
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5) Equipment Operatinq Puias. The ussr has the option, when
establishing the equipment confiquration for each phase,
to place equipments ia either aa operating or standby
condition. Equipments can only fail when they ara oper-
atinq. These rules also offer the facility to more
realistically model the system, subsystems, and equip-
ments as they would function when connected in series or
parallel fashion.
6) Allowable Downtime. This option illows the system and/or
subsystems to be functionally operative foe a period of
time even thouqh the qroup has chanqed to a. down state.
During this time, if repairs are nade, system performance
measures will not be deqraded. There are two values
assiqnec. to allowable downtime. The first applies to
pna.t.e type only and controls transitions from up to down
state -i.urinq that phase's duration. The second is
aiission allowable downtime and is assiqned only once
during the nission. If cumulative mission downtime
e;:c-.eds this value, the mission is aborted.
E. MODIFICATIONS TO TIGER
Every effort was made to minimize the number of chanqes
to T-GER in addinq the multi-echslon supply simulation.
Those chanqes that were necessary are identified in Appendix
F, the TIGER proqram listinq. The u=3r does have the option
to exercise TIGER in its stand alone form. If this option





-ECHELON SOPPLY SIMULATION MODEL (MULTE)
A. DESCEIPTION AND MODELING CONSIDERATIONS
The following sections outline the operating character-
istics of the multi-echelon simulation subroutines that havs
been developed to compisment TIGER. A description of
various user options which may be employed in the simulation
is also included.
1 . Terminol eery
Por simplicity, the system to b<~- evaluated by TIGER
is hereafter knewn as the "weapon system". The lowest
indenture level of the weapon systan, as configured by the
user, will be called "egui pments". If two or more equip-
ments have exactly the same salient characteristics, they
will be said to te of the same "equipment type'. A series
of equipments which constitute a subsystem or repair part in
its own right, will be terued a "group".
2. General Operation
All equipment types in TI3SR are assigned a mean
time between failure (MTBF), and it is assumed that all
equipments fail independently and at an exponential rate.
3ased on the mechanics of discrete evert simulation, a
failure time is initially assigned to each eguipment and
placed in an event queue. The first failure time is exam-
ined, a time to repair that equipment is qenerated, and that
tine is placed tack in the queue. When that repair time
becomes the current event, a new time to failure for the
equipment is generated, and so forth.
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The multi-echelon supply simulation is invoked when
the time to repair a failed equipment is to be generated.
The supply system must now react to provide a replacement
for the failed unit.* On-hand stocks for that equipment are
checked at applicable support activities in the supply
network and a replacement is issued to the end user by the
first activity having the part. Depending on from where the
part was issued, a supply response time (SRT) will be gener-
ated and sent tc TIGER. TIGER generates a random time to
repair and adds to it the SRT. Statistics are then gener-
ated by TIGER, as before, to determine the availability and
reliability of the weapoa system based on the failure and
repair if its components.
3 . Scenario
The multi-echelon simulation subroutines have been
developed tc provide the user significant latitude in estab-
lishing the desired operating environment. CTp to 30 ships
may have the weapon system installed on board. The weapon
system configuration need not be the same on any two ships
and outfitting may also vary froTi ship to ship (input
requirements are simplified, however, when this is not the
case) . Op to 15 of the 33 ships may be assigned to the east
coast and up to 15 assigned to the west coast. The user
determines under what conditions the ships are operating
and, as a result, specifies the requisition channels to be
employed. Three operating environments are recognized:
CONUS operations, overseas operations with MLSF support, and
overseas operations without MLSF support. Figure 5.1 summa-
rizes the requisition channels used for each of these
*Note the assumption that an equipment failure assumes
that a replacement part is necessay to repair the failed
equipment. The validity of this assumption depends upon the
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although TIGER allows up to six different phase
types and 91 different phases to be employed over the coursa
of a specified mission, it should be noted that requisition
channels will be fixed over the entire mission timeline.
*• !§3.ui.§i£i22il±3r Issue, and Reorder Procedures
When a weapon system eguipmsnt fails, the end use
activity (ship) checks to determine if spares are carried
and are cn-hand for that particular equipment type. If so,
the part, is issued from ship's stock and a user specified
issue delay constant is returned to TIGER as the SRT. The
end user then checks his inventory position to determine if
the reorder point for that equipment type has been reached
ana orders for stock as appropriate. If the part was not
available from ship stock, the requisition is passed to the
next supply echelon in accordance with the requisition chan-
nels in effect. All other activities in the sipply network
operate in essentially the same manner. If no echelon is
capable cf providing ths required replacement, an order is
placed with the iianu fact urer for procurement. Refer to the
system flowchart, Appendix D, for a more detailed process
analysis.
It should be noted that the reorder process for "he
supply depot and two supply centers is controlled solely by
the inventory control poiat (IC?) . if hen the TCP's inventory
position reaches the reorder point, an order is generated to
either the manufacturer or repair facility as appropriate.
The acquired assets are divided between the three activities
(based en their current deficiencies) and shipped based on a
randomized procurement or repair lead time. The lead times
are generated from a gamma distribution with a user speci-
fied mean and shape parameter. As in TIGER, the times so
generated are placed in an event queue. Thus, each time an
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activity is called upon to check its on-hand balance, it
lust first look at the a vent queue to ascertain if any
material that had been requisitioned for stock, is due in at
the current time.
5. Hegairable Material
In TIGER, equipment may be designated as being not-
repairable during a given time frame. If so, even though an
equipment fails, no repair time is established. Similarly,
a aser nay specify a probability that repairs will not ba
accomplished during a given phase. These options are elimi-
nated if the multi-echelon supply simulation is in effect,
sir;ce it is unrealistic to assume that a spare would not be
rejuisitioned simply because repairs were impeded.
The multi-echelon simulation does, however, allow
the user to designate equipment as 'repairable'. These are
items that are required to be turned in to a repair facility
ar.i are not authorized for shipboard repairs. When a
failure of this type occurs, the eni-use activity must turn
ir. the carcass (failed unit) to a qeneric east or west coast
repair activity. The usar may specify a positive prob-
ability that carcass attrition will take place. If the
failed unit arrives at the repair facility and is determined
to be economically repairable (both are determinants of the
attrition rate) , it is held there until either the number of
carcasses on-hand equals or exceeis the economic repair
quantity for that equipment type, or the ICP directs a
repair action to satisfy an immediate requirement.
The ICP inventory position for repairable material
is decremented only when attrition occurs. Bepairables are
procured from the manufacturer when the number of failed
units and ready -for-issue material in the system is less
than the system reorder point or, to satisfy an end-use
requirement when no carcasses are available for repair.
uo

6 . Prior it y. Shipments
The multi-echelon simulation does not currently
allow for prioritizea shipments of critical materials.
There are, however, three routines which are used to improve
supply response times. Tiey are, in order of precedence:
a) Redistribution between ICP stock points.
When a request for material is received at one of the
three ICP stcck point activities (i.e., depot and two
supply centers) from a lower echelon, ar.d the material
is unavailable at that stock poiat, the ICP will redis-
tribute assets laterally or downward through the
echelons. For example, a requisition received by the
east coast supply center which cannot be filled, will be
passed to and filled by the west coast supply center if
stock is available there. However, this ICP will not
redistribute assets from the overseas de Dot to fill an
east coast requirement since that wo ild constitute
upward redistribution.
b) Substitution due-in-f or -stock item for end-use require-
ment .
Whenever an item is issued from a higher echelon 'to an
end use activity to satisfy a repair requirement, an SRT
is established. However, before passing the SRT back to
TIGER, the end use activity's dne-in-for-stock event
queue will b€ checked to ascertain if an item for stock
is due in prior to the SRT. If so, that item will be
used to satisfy the repair requirement and rhe other
will be diverted to stock.
c) Substitution of due-in-for-stock items at ICP stock
point activities for lower echelon requirements.
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When the stock point activities cannot produce material
required by a lower echelon, the item(s) will be
obtained frcm the manufacturer or repair facility as
appropriate. If, however, an ICP controlled activity,
en the requisitioner 's coast, has a stock item due in
and can ship it there faster than the established
procurement cr repair lead time, the stock item will be
diverted to the lower echelon wiile the lower echelon's




Input requirements and formats for the TIGER simu-
lator are well- document ed in References 6 and 7. These
references should be read carefully by the user prior to
exercising the simulator. Significant changes to the TIGER
equipment configuration data are discussed below.
Noteworthy input requireae nts of the supply simulator are
alsc addressed, while detailed requirements and formats for
the entire input deck are contained in Appendix B.
2- TIGER Configuration Data
The TIGER simulation, by itself, models and evalu-
ates a single weapon system. The user may configure that
weapon system tc virtually any desired level of detail in
accordance with the provisions of reference 6. Basically,
it requires the formation of equipments into "groups" that
are connected in either series or parallel. The groups are
connected into "subsystems" and finally, the subsystems are
connected in series to form the "system".
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In order to integrate the supply system and TIGER
simulations, it was necessary to exploit this configuration
arrangement. The TIGER subsystems become individual ship-
beard weapon systems in the METEOR simulation, and the TIGER
"system" may te then conceptualized as a fleet-wide
composite of such weapon systems. The specific subsystem/
ship numbering conventions to be used in METEOR are
contained in the input formats, Appendix B. Figure 5.2
depicts a typical configuration scheme which has been used
in the TIGER simulation with the multi-echelon supply system
option in effect. Note the subtle differences between
Figure u.1 and Figure 5.2.
3- Multi-Echelon Simulator
The potential uses of METEOR were iiscussed in
Chaper III.C. 1. The degree of detail reguired in the input
file will be dependent on the objectives of the user.
For a real-world scenario, the multi-echelon simu-
lator requires a relatively large and expensive input file.
Ideally, MET205 would calculate provisioning levels (or
stocking objectives) for = ach activity using various multi-
echelon provisioning models as subroutines. Similarly, it
would be a convenient and useful fsature to have optional
reorder level computations imbedded in the simulator. The
level of complexity and computer storage and run time
considerations hewever, rander thess options impractical at
this time. It is imcumbent on ths user, therefore, to
obtain data from existing provisioning and replenishment
models prior to exercising METEOR for these purposes.
In those cases where the user desires to assess
basic supply policy alternatives or perform sensitivity
analysis in regard to parameters imbedded in METEOR, it
would be feasible to contrive a realistic control data set
that would measure the relative merits of these alternatives
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and parameters. Data input in these cases is greatly
simplified. For each equipment type, the user has the
option to establish the same stocking objective and reorder
point on all ships. This option serves to further simplify
the input task. An example of a data input file of this type
is shown in Figure B.1.
C- SIMULATION OUTPUT: STATISTICS AMD SUMMARIES
1 . General
The TIGEP simulation offers several output options
ynen used on a stand alone basis. The four measures of
effectiveness, discussed in Chapter IV, are calculated and
printed after each 50 mission increment. In addition, when
the system exceeds its allowable downtime criteria, TIGER
will print a mission abort message which summarizes the
status of ail down eguipments at the time of the abort. For
detailed analyses, the user has the option to review all
cr.anges to equipirent, subsystem, and system status. The
U5:er will select the desired TIGER output from the options
rroviaed on the Printout Option input card (see Appendix B) .
when TIGER is used in conjunction with the multi-
echelon supply simulatioa, output format and content are
altered significantly. In exploiting the equipment configu-
ration scheme employed by TIGER, the individual ships
simulated in METEOR are necessarily connected in series.
Therefore, if ore ship's hardware system is 'down', TIGER
considers the entire fleet of ships to be 'down'.
Unfortunately, this inaccuracy is reflected in all measures
of effectiveness calculated by TIGER. Except for very
unlikely mission scenarios, wherein all ships would be
required to be fully operational for a given mission, the
measures of effectiveness calculated by TIGER have little
practical meaning. It is therefore recommended that only
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TI3ER input parameters be printed, when exercising the
METEOR simulation.
Various examples of the output formats available
from METEOR may te found in Appendix 5.
2. Equipment Related Dutout
In METEOB, two of the TIGER equipment-related meas-
ures of effectiveness have been reconstructed to provide
meaningful measures cf equipment performance. The measures,
average (operational) availability and reliability, are
calculated for each ship in the simulation and then averaged
across all ships to provide an aggregate measure for the
weapon system under study. The two measures are calculated
for the individual ships just as TIGER did for the entire
system (Equations 4. 1 and 4.3 refer).
To compare analytic multi-echelon inventory models,
the average availability should be used as the standard
since this is the measure they generally purport to opti-
mize. As shown in the following chapter, availability is a
function of time. To obtain steady stats results the user
must therefore ensure that the specified mission time is
made suitably long.
Conversely, mission reliability is; a measure which
would be useful when assessing the likihood of successfully
surviving a mission of specified duration. Clearly, reli-
ability is extremely sensitive to mission length in relation
to the system's iea n time to failure.*
greater than zero. In so doing, the snip's
system will not fail until it has exceeded the allowable
downtime value. Hence, there will be fewer mission aborts,




To evaluate the ef f ectivensss of supply performance
over time, most scenarios of interest in METEOR will incor-
porate relatively long mission durations. In this regard,
system reliability will necessarily be driven toward zero,
while average availability will tend to achieve its steady
state value.
3. Sup_pl£ Related Out gut
Detailed, event driven, supply related output is
available at the user's option. Subsequent to every equip-
ment failure, a printed summary is generated reflecting the
supply system's actions resulting from the demand. This
output is voluminous and, consequently, should be selected
with with care. The following information is included:
- Supply Response Time. The amount of time required to
satisfy the end-user' s demand for material :o eff ec 4:
repairs to the failed unit.
- Issuing Activity. Identification number** of the
activity that issues the end use requirement.
- Orders For Stock. As a result of the issue, all subse-
quent orders for sto^fc are displayed with the following
information: ordering activity, issuing activity, and
the time that the stock is iue in at the ordering
activity.
- Carcasses Lest Through Attrition. If the equipment
that fails has been designated as a repairable item,
the end use activity is required to ship the failed
carcass to the nearest repair facility. If the turn-in
is lost through attrition, a message will be displayed
to that effect.
**A cross reference to identification numbers i.s
provided at the end of Appendix C, Figure 3.1, and is
reflected in the echelon structure depicted in Figure 5.1.




- Repair Inductions, If the number of carcasses on hand
ax either repair facility is greater than or equal to
the ESQ, a message will be printed, stating that an
induction was initiated, to whom the items will be
shipped upon completion of repair, and the time due in
to the stocking activity.
Upon completion oi all simulation runs, a summary
analysis provides statistics pertaining to supply related
costs and supply system performance. Rather than assigning
arbitrary costs to supply actions, most 'costs 1 are given in
terms of the number of actions tat an vice actual dollar
costs. The user nay select to review the summary by supply
echelon, by equipment type, or both. The following
summaries are provided.
- Procurement Costs. The number of procurements per
mission is given as in indication of the fixed cost of
procurement at each echelon and for each equipment
type. Also, the actual number of items procured is
provided to reflect the variable costs associated with
each order placed.
- Repair Costs. As vita procurement costs, the fixed and
variable costs of repair are presented in terms of the
number of repair inductions and total number of items
inducted. also given is the total number of items
shipped fro:? end-use activities to repair facilities
and the total number of repairable carcasses lost
through attrition.
- Shipping Costs. The total number of shipments between
inidvidual activities is provided as a measure of ship-
ping activity and the costs associated therewith.
Since the cost of shipping :: an end use activity
(ship) will vary with its location, the ships are
















Rest Coast, Continental U.S.
Western Pacific, without rtLSF
Western Pacific, with MLSF
East Coast, Continental 3.S.
Atlantic/Mediterranean, without MLSF
Atlantic/Mediterranean, with KLSF
Inventory costs. These costs are given in actual
dollar values which ire based dp the equipment type
costs and initial inventory levels input by the user.
Two measures are iisplayed. First, initial provi-
sioning costs are given to reflect the cost associated
with provisioning all echelons up to their respective
stocking objectives. Second, an average on-hand inven-
tory value is calculated as a measure of inventory
carrying costs. The average inventory is calculated by
time weighting the inventory on-hand at *ach activity
over the course of the simulation.
Supply Performance. Supply performance is measured in
terms of net and gross requisition effectiveness.
Total demands are shown for each echelon and/or equip-
ment type. All requisitions that cannot be satisfied
are counted as not-in-stock (NI3) when the activity has
an allowance for that item. If the activity has no
allowance, it is couated as a nDt-carried (NC) demand.
When the ICP redistributes asssts between stock points





Because of the complexity inherent in a typical METEOR
scenario, model validation was perforned using very simple
scenarios wherein it was analytically feasible to evaluate
theoretical equipment performance. The scenarios were
established with two ships having identical two-component
Ship 1 'System* Ship 2 'System'
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Scenario 1 2
I MTBF | MTTH | STBF | MTTR |
+ ••
Equip 1 | 103 | 12 | 130 | 9999 |
+ + + +
Equip 2 | 53 | 8 | 50 | 9999 |
Duration I 50 00 | 100 |
+
Figure 6-1 Validation Scenarios.
parallel systems, as shown in fiqure 6.1 . Unlimited spares
were available to the end-use activities and the mean
logistic delay time was assumed to be zero. In the first
scenario, mission duration was set to 5000 and allowable
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mission downtime to zero. The intent of this scenario is to
determine average operational availability over ar. extended
mission duration. Reliability was validated under basically
the same scenario, with the following exceptions. mission
duration was shortened to 100 to provide for the possibility
of successful mission accomplishment; and, the equipment
MTTR's were given large values (9999) tc preclude repairs on
the equipments during the mission. Three randoa number
seeds were used and 100 missions ware repea~sd for each
seed.
The theoretical operational availability for this sys-.em




Average Availability = A (t) dt (6-1)
T J
From the system reliability diagram,
A(t) = ^(t) + A
z
(t) - A1 (t)A a (t) (5.2)
Where
,
&i (t) = "-— + —— EXP(-(Ai+ /i;) ") (6-3)
MTBFi + MTTRi MTBFi + MTTRi
The limiting results for average availability are:
Limiting Average 1 /
. ,
- ,.






For the system under study,
A = A, * A, - Ax A 2 (6.6)
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Assuming no repair will be made to the system during the
mission, theoretical reliability may be computed as follows:





Where F(t) is the survival functioa for the system.
Assuming exponential times to failure, the survival
function for an eguipment is:
B(t) = EXP(-Xb) (6.8)
lit scenario 1 , theoretical availability is computed using
the limiting results; equation (6.1| is used in scenario 2
due to the relatively short mission iuration. A comparison
of *he computed and simulated valuas for availability and
reliability is displayed in Table II .
The test results indicate that the model output closely
approximates the expected theoretical values. It is recom-
mended, in the following chapter, that further research be
directed toward more extensive testing of the METEOR model






Sia ula tion Results
Scenario #1
Run I Seed Availability ' Reliability
1 8 720
2 1353
3 | 4 53 4
.9855 I 0.0
. 9 36 i 0.0
.9853 0.0
Theoretical Values .9853 0.0
Scenario \2


















VII. SUHMAEY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A brief survey of ma It i -echelon models currently in use
in the Department of Defense has baen presented. It .fas
shown that differences exist in their assumptions, their
structure and objectives. To compare the relative merits of
these models, therefore, a common frame of reference is
needed to evaluate their performance over time and the costs
associated with their implementation. Due to the inherent
complexities of multi-echelon, multi-indenture models, an
analytic comparison was regarded as impractical and simula-
tion was suggested as a feasible alternative. To make a
valid assessment of the multi-echelon, multi-indenture
inventory models, a simulation with these same features is
reguired.
Chapter III provided an overview of multi-echelon simu-
lations currently in use by the Navy. With the possible
exception of the SPECTRUM model, none of those reviewed were
found to be adeguate for use as a aulti-echelon evaluation
tool. Additionally, it was determined that no current simu-
lation exists which offers multi-eoheion , multi-indenture
characteristics in a surface fleet environment. In light of
these facts, a simulation model, METEOR, was developed to
satisfy these needs.
METEOR is a multi-echelon supply model that incorporates
a multi-indenture, equipment-related model, TIGER, to
generate eguipment failures and subseguent supply system
demands. The METEOR model offers a wide range of possible
user-developed scenarios and equipment configuration
schemes. Its output consists of various measures of supply
related costs and supply performance, as well as, the eguip-




Chapter III stated that the primary motivation for
building this model was to offer an evaluation tool that
heretofore was unavailable. The aotual use and employment
of this model is left to future research. The interested
student/analyst might consider the following recommendations
and proposals;
1. Any new jscdel must necessarily undergo the test of
objective analysis prior to its acceptance and implementa-
tion in the field. In this regard, continued validation of
the METEOR model is encouraged. Confidence in any model
increases with its successful application under diverse
scenarios, and when it is successfully exercised by
different users. More detailed and varied scenarios than
those found in Chapter 17 have feasible analytic solutions
which could be compared statistically to simulation results.
2. To accurately assess multi-echelon inventory models, the
primary objectiTe of METEOR, a relatively large and accurate
data base is required. Aa. actual operating hardware system
should be : v.< !: basis for model performance comparisons.
Admittedly, a hypothetical system could be used. However,
modeling an actual operating system would lend credence to
the study effort and offer the historical parts related data
necessary for model inputs. This data set *ould be the
control factor in the evaluation process and provide inputs
to all models under study, as well as the METEOR simulation.
Each mult i-echelcn inventory model under consideration would
need to be accessed and exercised with the control data set.
The inventory levels generated by these models would serve
as input to the initial provisioning levels in the METEOR
simulation. The purported costs and eguipment-related meas-
ures of effectiveness provided by each model should be
recorded for use in the final analysis. Finally, it would
be necessary to process the data through the Navy's current
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repair and replenishment models to determine reorder levels
and economic repair quantities. Provided with these inputs,
METEOR should return an objective assessment of the relative
performance of the models under study.
3. There is no reason to restrict the use of HETEOB to the
evaluation of multi-echeloa models. In fact, the multi-
echelon characteristics of METEOR make it an extrenely
useful *ool in assessing the effect of parameter changes at
any one echelon cf the supply systsm, in that the impact of
those changes will be reflected at ail levels of the system.
4. METEOR might also be ussd as a resource- to-: eadiness
evaluation model. The availability of investment capital is
normally the binding constraint on inventory levels. By
varying inventory levels at the stocking activities, a
determination could be made as to ths investment required to
obtain a given level of material readiness. Additionally,
some insight might also be gained as to which eshelons offer
ths highest rate of return on investient.
5. In terms of model enrichment, there exist several areas
where METEOR might be embellished. Some of the more impor-
tant exx ensions would include the following.
a) Prioritized shipments for critical material.
b) Expansion of the model to allow for more rhan 500
total equipments to be modeled. This should be a user
specified parameter.
c) Parameters that exhibit large variations from their
means should be mad* random variables if such action
would significantly enhance model realism. METEOR
uses average values for order and shipping times, and,
does not model geographic proximity of the ships and
MLSF. Depending on user requirements, it may be





d) In the real world, not all equipment failures necessi-
tate replacement of component pieces. A randomized
determination of whether or not parts are required to
effect; repairs could be made by METEOR.
6. METEOR is a relatively easy model to implement. Once
the input data is prepared, it takes only 4-8 seconds of CPU
time on the IBM 3033 to ran 1300 missions of duration 5000
hours. This offers an excellent opportunity -o explore
supply system interactions and parametric sensitivity in a





The following objective functions, &CIM, Mod-METRIC, and
SESAME, are reprentativa of those used in other multi-
echelon inventory models. For id re detailed treatment,
consult the cited reference.
1. Availability Centered Inventory ttodei (ACIM) [ Ref . 11].
BIN Deu
s. t
. 2-2* c- s„ - b
k v * *
where
,
D,^ = the expected delay time for
equipment, e, at ope: ating site u, and
B = Total allowable budget
k = component of s
v = unit cost of k.
s = stocking level of k
r the expected delay per demand for item i,
at stocking location v, can be expressed as:
1 r-
-- (x-siu ) p (x; Aiu # Tiu ) u=(0,1,..., )
^x=slV
wnere.
Xj^ = Expected number of demands for item i,
at operating site u.
p ( x ; Xi-u t Tj,. ) = Probability of x units of stock reduction" for item l, at operating site u.
T^u = Mean resupply time.
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2. Muiti-Echeicn Tehnigue for Reco vererable Item Control;
Modified (Mod-METRIC) [Ref. 12].
M OO
"IN
i^l ,£ Bi,l <*-*>*<* iAA)
where,
M = Total number of bases.
Si= Stock level of spare components
at base i.
Ti = Average resupply time at base i.




.E (ceSi * Zcjs^ ) i^Soj + cE s s=:c
where,
ct = Ccst of equipment
Cj = Unit cost of module j
N = Number of modules
s = Number of spare modules at depot, o
C = Total allowable budget
3. Selective Stockage for Availability, Multi-Echelon
(SESAME) [Ref. 2].
ME ME
MIN L Z Sh • N, R + I I EBOja RDT^-N: PC
i = 1 1=1 l3 J x i=1 j=1 13 5 3
where,
M = Total number of items
E = Total number of echelons
Sjj = Stock level for item i, at echelon j
Nj = Number of stocking activities at echelon j
Pi = Unit price of item i




RDTj; = Demand for item i, at echelon j




METEOI INPUT REQUIREMENTS AND FORMATS
Most input requirements applicable the the TIGER portion
of the METEOR simulation remain unchanged from the formats
provided in the TIGER Manual, However, there are some vari-
ations in user options an3 file organization. Fo facilitate
the use cf METEOB, therefore, formats for the entire input
file are provided below. Annotations are provided, where
necessary, to reflect fila structure when exercising TIGER
on a stand alone basis. A sample input file is provided at
the end of this appendix.
All data is enteral in 80 column, card/card-image
format. Data types are integer, real and alphanumeric. All
integer data fields must, ba right justified.
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Card Type 1- METEOR OjDtion Card.
The METEOR option will indicate that the multi-echelon sup-
ply simulation is to be invoked on this run, or, that TIGER
is to be run on a stand alone basis. Depending on the
option selected, some of the input cards that follow will
not be required. Additionally, various input parameters and
option settings will vary between the two simulations.
These changes will be reflected in the notes that follow the
card formats.
Variable
Column Format Hame D9scrip_tign
1-4 14 IOPTM METEOR option switch
= D to run TIGER only
= 1 to run METEOR
5-8 14 IOFTP METEOR print option switch for
supply performance summary
statistics
= 1 by equipment tyoe
= 2 by supply echelon
= 3 by equipment type and supply
echelon
9-12 14 I0PTP1 METEOR print ootion switch *roinvoke or suppress printed record
of all supply actions
= D to suppress
= 1 to invoke
13-16 14 IRC Requisitioning Channels
= 1 C0NQ5 operations
= 2 deployed without MLSF
= 3 deployed with MLSF
17-20 14 NRSHPS Total number of ships to be
sii ulated
21-24 14 ITCTEQ Total number of equipments to be
sim ulated
25-28 14 NRSSC Number of ships assigned to the
West Coast
29-35 F7.0 SSADT Ship's system allowable downtime.
Not e s *
IOPTM " -If only TIGER is desired to be exercised, all other
entries en card, after IOPTM, may be ignored.
IOPTP1 -The record of all supply actions can be voluminous.
IRC -See Figure 5.1 for resulting requisition channels.
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SSADT -This input replaces TIGER allowable downtime para
meters found on input cards 4 , 18, and 19.
Card Type 2. Ship, (subsystem) Identification Numbers
This card is used to rslate TI3ER subsystem numbers to
METEOR ship numbers. It must be omitted if IOPIM is 0.
Variable





2014 KUHSS(I) Starting with the lowest numbered
ship (i„e., 970 for west coast,
885 for east coast) and proceeding
to the highest, identify all ships
to be simulated. If mora than 20
ships are to be simulated, follow
with another card using same forma
Card Ty_£e 3. Sideline Iteration Cr.ri.
If TIGER is to be run on a stand-alone basis, it is possible
to run more than one mission scenario (timeline). If METEOR






No. of timeline variations to be







data deck, followed by a blank card.
JCC - f running TIGEB and JCC exceeds 1, only phase type
nd duration card(s) oust be added in the back or the
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Card Type 4. Statistical Parameter Card.
This card is used to govern the number of missions to be
performed in the simulation. If METEOR is used, a prede-
fined number of missions should be run (see notes below).
Variable
0§§cri£tion
Maximum number of missions to be run.
Should be in multiples of 50 and must
not exceed 1000.
Optimal number of missions (net to
exceed NMAX) .
Specification requirement for relia-
bility.
Standard deviation to be used in
calculating lower control limit.
Raniom number seed.
No. of phase types, not to exceed 6.
Notes
:
NMAX -To run a predefined number of missions, set ?L = 1.0,
and NOPT and NMAX ta the desired number of missions.
It may be convenient, when running METEOR, to run less
than 50 missions. It so, refer to TIGER main proaram
line labels 210 and 540. Change '50' to the desired
number of missions to be run.
XK -A value of 1,28 corresponds to a 90% lower confidence











Card T^pe 5. Phase Ty.p_e arid Duration Card.
Phases are the key to constructing scenarios in TIGER. Op
tc 6 different phase types may be specified. The phase
types may be put together in a segusnce of up tc 95 phases
which comprise the mission to be exarcised. For example,
normal steaming may be simulated in one phase, while combat
operations are simulated in anothsr. Equipment related
para- meters mc.y be varied, on the input cards that follow,
to correspond to the Type cf operation modeled in any given











Phase type nunber for first
simulation sequence.
Duration of first seguence.
Phase type nunber for second
simulation sequence (if any).
F8.0 iXT(4) Duration of second phase.
Continue this format through card column 50, duration
of fifth phase sequence (if naeded) . .If more than
five phas<= seguences are needed, continue on addi-
tional cards using the same fields.
Card Type 6. **i** Blank Card ***£*
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Card TyjDe 7. Printout Option Card.















If KOPT=5, select from t






sed tor debugging only)
to suppress printout of inpu-
ta.








he following output oprions
Ids blank.
5-8 14 KS (1) = 1
9-12 14 KS (2) = 1
13-16 14 KS (3) = 1
17-20 14 KS (4) = 1
21-24 14 KS (5) = 1
25-28 14 KS (6) = 1
29-32 14 KS (7) = 1
33-36 14 KS (8) = 1
37-40 14 KS (9) = 1
41-44 14 KS (10) = 1
45-48 14 KS (11) = 1
49-52 14 KS (12) = 1
53-56 14 KS (13) = 1




Eguipment down at tire cf
mission failure.
Down tine a*- end of phase.
Abort messages.
All events.





System S subsystem status,
TIGER /MA NS ING debugging
Status of all groups
Downtime nessage
KOPT = 5, KS (1) = 1 is
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Card Ty_pe 8. Phase Repair Card.
This card is used to specify the repair option in effect for
each phase type.
Variable
Column Format Name Descrition
1-4 14 IFIAG(1) Repair option for each phase type
type [up to six) .
5-8 14 IFLAG(2) = 5 if on-board repair allowed.
= 1 if no on-board reoair allowed.
9-12 14 IFLAG(3) = 2 if on-board repair allowed,
but failire inhibited. 13-16
14 IFLAG(4)
17-20 14 IFLAG (5)
21-24 14 IFLAG (6)
Notes: IFLAG = 1 , will inhibit the ordering of repair parts
even though an equipment has failed. This option is,
therefore, not recommended when running METEOR.
Card Typ e 9. Repair Policy Card.
This card is used to determine the repair policy to be in
effect during the simulation, by specifying the percentage
of repairs to be psrformel at the organizational level.
Additionally, the user may specify a period of time that the
system may be down during the mission before the mission is
aborted.
The MT3F and MTTR multipliers may be used to vary these
parameters for a given simulation run and are, therefore,
useful in sensitivity analysis.
Varaiable
Column Format N§2§ Description
1-4 F4.0 REPOL Decimal fraction of repairs to be
performed aboard ship.
5-12 F8.2 TAE2 Mission allowable downtime.
13-16 F4.0 XM MTBF multiplier.
17-20 F4.0 XT MTTR multiplier.
Not esc
REPOL -In METEOR, the repair process is handled explicitly
by designating equipments as repairable or consum-
able. If using METEOR, set REPOL = 1.0.
TAD2 -If using KSTEOR, set TAD2 = 130000.
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Card Ty_p.e _10. Equipment £l£§ Saris,
all equipments in the simulation are given an equipment typ a
number. If two cr more equipments are essentially the same,
(i. e f would have the same values for the eight parameters
shown on this card, and would treated as the same item by
the supply system) they would be designated with the same
equipment type. METEOR deals exclusively with equipment
types in the provisioning and repleiishment of inventories
at the various echelons.
One card is required for each equipment type.











Equipment type number. Should oe
sequentially starting with 1, not to
exceed 2C0.
Equipment type nomenclature.
Mean time between failure.
Mean fc-ma -° repair. Proceed by a
negative sign and include the vari-
able MTrB carl, if this option is
desired. Non- repairable is indicated
by value of 9999.
Duty cycle/Utilization (non-zero
decimal fraction).
Administrative delay time from
tenier to slip.
Administrative nelay time from
depot to ship.
If a variable duty cycle fVDC) is
desired, assiin a sequential number
[between 1 an! 200) and include the




X Mr'71 ? -If ar equipment type is given a XMTTR of 9999, it
will not be ordered from the supply svstem in METEOR.
This opticn, therefore, is not recommended.
V,W -Administrative delay time %s io + utilized in METEOR,




Card Tvp_e JM. Variable Duty, Cy.cle Card.
A variable duty cycle may be employed to vary the percentage
of time that an equipment is utilized during a phase type.
This is an optional input. If IUI on the previous card is
non-zero, place this carl immediately behind the type card
to which it refers . A maximum of 53 VDC cards are allowed.
Variable

















same as the value of IUI on the
preceding equipment type card.
Duty cycle/utilization of the equip-
ment type during each phase type
1-6. These values override the valu;
of J on the preceding card.
Card Type 1.2. Variable Mea n Time to Repair Card.
This card may be used to vary an equipment's mean time to
repair between phase types. It is an optional card. If
XMTTR is negative en the equipment type card, place this
card behind the VDC card or Equipment Type Card as appro-
priate.
Variable













VMTTR (1) MTTR values of the equipment type
during each phase tyDe 1-6. Non-
2) repairable is indicated by 9999,
but should QDt be so designated if






Card Type 1.3. ***** Blanfc Card *****
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Card TvDe 1_4. Equipment Cards.
Equipment cards identify similar equipments to their equip-
ment type. Their may ba no more than 500 equipments in
total. Starting with the first equipment type, number each
equipment in sequential order starting with number 1.
Continue in unbroken sequence through all equipment types.
Variable























Tha Type Numbsr associated with







aquipmant typa. op to 19
designated per card. If
19 are associated with a
usa additional equipment














Card Tjpe 15. ***** Blank Card *****_
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Card Ty_2£ 16. Spare_Optiqn Card.
There are four options available to input spares into the
simulation:
(1) If METEOR is being exercised, spares will be input in
the MDLTE input section, and this sard must be omitted. If
TI3ER is being used in its stand-aL^ne mode, the following
three options apply.
(2) Use the literal "Unlimited Spares" in columns 1-16 to
simulate unlimited spares (90,003 spares are internally
assigned to each equipment type) .
(3) If spares are to be input by the user, leave; this card
blank and enter spares data in the cards that follow. If a
spare part sensitivity analysis is lesired, enter a spare
parts multiplier (SX) in columns 21-24 of this card. The
multiplier will increase }r decrease (depending on the value
assigned) the spare parts levels that are specified on on
the following cards.
(4) Enter "999" in card columns 21-24 to invoke the SPARES
subprogram. This will determine levels based on the calcu-
lations cf the .25 FLSIP 3D SAL Model.
Card 222± 11- Scares Card.
If METEOR is being exercised, this card must be emitted.
For TIGER, these cards ace only used if the allowances for
scares are the be input iirectly (i.e., the previous card
did not specify unlimited spares or invoke the SPARES sub-
program) . One card must be input for each equipment type.
Variable




ISPARE(1) Number of organizational level
spares for the equipment type.
IS FARE (2) Number of spares at the tender
for the equipment type.
ISPARE(3) Nuaber of spares at the depot
for the equipment type.
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Card Type 1.8. System Card.
Card types 19-23 govern the hardware system configuration.
Since that configuration nay change from phase type to phase
type, cue complete set of these cards for each phase type
must be placed sequentially in the data deck. An example of
a reliability block diagram for METEOR appears in Figure
5.2. Starting with the individual components, groups are
formed from subsets of components which are connected in
either series or parallel. The groups are nested and
combined with other equipments to form new groups. This
process continues for each ship being simulated, until the
hardware system on each ship can be represented by a single
group. This group is called a 'subsystem 1 by TIGER. The
individual subsystems (ships), are then combined in 'series'
to form the overall 'systen'.
Variable
Column Format Naif* Peso ription
1-u A4 ID Any alphanumeric (i.e., the literal
"FLT") used to identify the overall
syst em.
5-8 14 LL Phise type number (sequential),
from 1-6.
9-12 14 NSS Number of subsystems (ships) in
the phase.
13-16 14 ISS System identification number.(usually the last group number on
the configuration matrix cards.)
17-24 F8.0 SSTIHE System allowable sustained downtime(should not be less than subsystem
allowable downtime values). Should
be less than or equal to TAD2 (Repa:




NSS -In METEOR, the number of subsystems (ships) must
remain constant foe each phase type.
SSTIME -Because ships are configured in. series in. METEOR,
system allowable downtime has little meaning. The
system would be considered '3own' anytime one or
more of the invidual ship's system was down.
Therefore, SSTIME should be set to 100000.
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Card Typc- 19. Subs^stei Cards.
There must be one subsystsm card for each ship/subsystem,





1-4 A4 ID \r.y
"SAP
5-8 14 LL Phas


















since all ships wi
down. Set this v\
variable SSADT en
downtime is desirs
al Dhanuner ic (e.g., the
1"|.
e type number.
ystem idea tificaticn number,
will be a group number from
iguration Matrix Card that
ows.
system allowable sustained
time. This value should be
than or equal to SSIIME en
Syscem Card. To inhibit
ts, use a value of 100009.
for ships must, assigned
ing from 370 to 884, for
from 885 to 899, for Eas'
meter will impact reliability
easures when HETEOH is in use
11 not function is another is
lue to 100000, and use the




Card Ty_p_e 20. Saui^ment^Sabsxstem Cross Refers nee Carl.
This card is required in METEOR to identify on which ship
ths equipment failure ocarred. If IOPTM = 0, omit this
card, otherwise one set will be required for each phase
type.
Variable
Column Format Nanie Description
1-4 14 NSSEQ(1) Drier ship numbers (ISS) from
lowest to hiqhest and assign each
5-8 14 NSSEQ (2) a sequential number starting with 1
Assign that number to NS5EQ(i), if
9-12 14 NSSEQ (3) equipment number f i« is installed
on that ship.
13-16 14 NSSEQ (4) If more than 18 equipments are
modeled, use is many' cards as
17-20 14 NSSEQ(5) necessary in the same format.
Etc.
Card Type 2_1. Configuration Matrix Cards.
Thase cards define the reliability block diagram configura-
tion of the system under evaluation.
Variable
Column Format Name Description
1-4 14 NRO The number of members in the arouc
defined on this card that are
required to be operating for the
system to be operational.
5-8 14 IB (1) The group number assigned to the
group of members defined on this
card. It may vary from 501 to 1000,.
in any order.
9-12 14 IB (2) The numbers of the equipments and13-16 14 IB (3) groups which Bake up the group de-17-20 14 13(4) rined on this card. The maximum
21-24 14 IB (5) number of members in a group is25-28 14 IB (6) unlimited; however, if there are more
29-32 14 IB CI) than 7, a continuation card is
33-36 14 IB (8) required, which is of the same
forma*. The number required and
master qroup number must be iden-
tical on all continuation cards.
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Card Ty_re 22. EauiRjnent Operating Rule Cards.
These cards indicate the equipment operating rules for
string or standby equipment. The string equipment operating
rules cause shutdown of a designated series equipment upon
failure of any of the other equipment :r equipment groups on
the card. The standby equipment operating rule, causes
designated equipment to be energized upon failure of any of
the other equipment of equipment groups on the card. This
is an opticnal card which is placed immediately behind the
Configuration Matrix Card which refers to the equipment and
groups en this card. The maximum number of equipment oper-
ating rules is 4 9. (One rule defined per card.)
Variable



































The designated equipment number. If
it is a standby equipment, it must
be preceded by a minus sian.





any non-zero integer in this
(to distinguish Equipment Oper-
cards from Configuration Cards.
Card 2l2± 23. ***** Blank Card ****_*
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Card Tvp_e 24. METEOR Parameter Card
This card, and those that follow, are only reguired if the
METEOR simulation option is in effect.
Variable














= 1. If this option is selected
ily one ship
ships will*
supply input lata for on.i'
is required. All other p;
be configured with the same" stocking
objectives and reorder points.
= 2. If this option is selecte!
supply input data must bi inout
separately for each ship..
Carcass return attrition rate. Enter




ilLSF screening delay time.
Enter the time required to
process a NIS requisition through
the KLSF, and refer the requisition
to the next eohel.cn.
The amount of time required to issue
an item from shipboard stocks.
•
Samma distribution shape parameter
for repairabl? itea turnaround time.
Sana distribution shape parameter
for procurement lead tines.
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Card Ty_p_e 25. SuE2il Information 3ard.
The following 4 card Types input supply related information
for each equipment type. One set of these cards is required
for each equipmert type when M1 = 1. When M1 = 2, the set











= 3 Consumable items.
= 1 Repairable items. Cannot be
repaired at organizational level.
Upon failure, will be shipped to
nearest repair facility.
Sean procurement lead tine for this
equi pment
.
Cost per item for this equipment
type.
Card Type 26. R^Eairabie Item Inf o_LI»at ion Card.
This card will be place! immediately behind the supply
information card whenever RPAIR = 1.
Variable
Column Format Mil Desoripjiion
1-10 F10.0 MRT
11-20 110 ERQ
Mean repair turnaround time for this
equipment type.
Economic repair quantity for the
repair facilities. When their on-
hand balance of carcasses equals or




Card Ty_£§ 27. High Limit. 3ard. (Qptioc. X)
If M1 = 1, cards 27 and 28 are us*d tc set activity high
limits and reorder points. Ic this case, all ships will be
given identical high limits and reorder points. If M1 = 2,
these cards are emitted and cards 29 and 30 will be used to















HI.1IM(2) H. Coast MLSF
HILIM (3) B. Z oast MLSF
HILIM (4) ifESTPAC Overseas Depot
HILIM (5) £. 30NUS SuppLy Center
HILIM (6) H. 3CNUS Supply Center
HILIM (7) Mot Used
HILIM (8) Sot tsed
HILIM (9) I.CP 'Usually sun of HILIM (4 r 5, 6)
Card Type 2 8. Reorder Point Card. (Dgt ion 1)
This card uses exactly the same format as the preceding card
except the variable now is the activity's reorder point.
This card will fellow immediately behind Card 27.
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Card Type 29. Hig,h Limit Card. (Option 2)
When read option 2 is in effect, high limits and reorder
points must be individually input far all ships and activi-
ties in the simulation. Cards 29 and 30 will follow a
complete set of Supply/Repairable Information Cards.
Use one High Limit Card (Option 2) for each activity in
the simulation starting with the lowest numbered ship and
preceding through the highest. After all ships have been
entered, Enter the remainder of the activities in the
following order: W. Coast MLSF; S. Coast MLSF; HESTPAC
Overseas Depot; E.CONQS Supply Center; W. CONOS Supply
Center; E. Repair Facility; W. Repair Facility; IC?.
Variable
Column Format Na21§. Description
1-5 15 HILIMp) High, limit foe Equipment Type 1.
6-10 15 HILIM(2) High limit foe Equipment Type 2.
11-15 15 HIIIH(3) High limit for Equipment Type 3..
Continue same format to:
76-80 15 HIIIM (16) High limit foe Equipment Type 16.
Note: Enter high limits for each equipment type in
simulation. If the number of types exceeds 16,
use as many cards as needed in same format.
Card Type 30. Reorder Point Card. Q2tion 2)
Reorder Point Cards (Option 2) foLlow immediately behind
Card Type 23 for each activity. These cards have exactly
the same format as Card Type 29 except the variable here is
the activity's reorder point.
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£§LE<1 Type 3J.. Order and 5hi2Eing. £il§: Ship, to Repair.
Ths following "three cards refer to the shipping times
between the varicus activities. This card inputs the time
required to send a carcass from a given ship location to the
nearest repair facility.
Variable










0STSR(1-3) refers to West Coast
ships sending carcasses to
ths West Coast repair facility.
OSTSRM) Shipment time from ship in CONUS.
.0 0S1SR(2) Shipment time from deployed ship
without MLSF support.
F7.0 OSTSR(3) Shipment time from deployed ship
with MLSF support.
OSr3R(4-6) refers to ships stationed
on East Coast sending carcasses to
East Coast (C3NUS) repair facility.
F7. 0STSR(4) Shipment time from ship in CONUS.
F7.0 3STSR(5J Shipment time from deployed ship
without MLSF support
F7.0 OSTSR(6) Shipment time from deployed ship
with MLSF support.
Q§£.d Type 32 , Order and Ship rime: Manufacturer.
This card is used to input shipping times from the manufac-
turer to all other activities in the supply network. Note
that these times are independent of orocurement lead times.
Variable





3- 14 F7.0 OS Mi W. Coast
15-21 F7.0 OSTM 3 W. Coast
22-28 F7. OS Miw E. Coast29-35 F7.0 OSM 5 E. Co ast
36-42 F7.0 OS Mi 6) E. Coast
U3-49 F7.0 OSTM 7 W. Co ast
50-56 F7.0 0STM< 8 E • ~ o ast
57-63 F7.0 OSTM 9L wEsrp&c6U-70 F7.0 OS Mi 10) E. Coast
























Card Ty_p_es 33-4 0. Order arid Shi ppiEq T^mes.
A total of eight order and shipping cards will be input,
each refering to a shipping activity. The entries on each
card are of the exact same format as Card Type 34, and
represent the order and shipping times from the shipping
activity to a destination activity (±5 above). Note that it
is clearly inappropriate for soma activities to ship to
others (e.g., H ISF to supply center) . In these cases, no
entry is required. Cards must be input in the following
order:
Card 33. W. Ccast MLSF
Card 34. W. Coast overseas depot
Card 35. W. Ccast supply center
Card 36. w. Coast repair facility
Card 37. E. Ccast MLSF
Card 38. ** Blank Card **
Card 39. E. Ccast supply center
Card 40. E. Ccast repair faoility
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Card Type U1. Optional Output Card.
These are special TIGER options that have not been discussed
in this report. They are included here for information
only. For details, consult the TIGER Manual. The card may
be emitted.
Variable
Column Fcrmat Name Dsss ription
1-4 A4 S?ES place any alphanumeric in this field
if a tabxe or spares usage is
desired. Note: will not oe printed
if 1ETE3R is being run.
5-8 AU APEL place any alphanumeric in. this field
if a summary table of equipment that
caused missiDi failures and system
downtimes is flesired.
9-12 AU GM&A place any alphanumeric in this field
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VARIABLES OSED IN CiETEOR
Table III provides a description of the variables used
by the MULTE unit of METEOR, its associated subprograms, and
those variables inserted in TIGER that interact with MULTE.
Reference 5, Appendix B r provides :: similar listing for
those variables unique to TIGER. Mote that the FORTRAN
variable naming convention is not nscessarily adhered to















A R Random number array.
AADV(i,i)R Av erage, dollar value of inventory per mission
for equipment 1, echelon j.
Total average dollar value of inventory.
Average dollar value of inventory at
echelon i.
Activity number designatior.
Gamma distribution shape parameter
(r epa ir time) .
Gamma distribution shaoe parameter(procurement lead timef
.
Average equipment availability per mission,
per ship.
Average equiDment reliability per mission,
per ship
AVASS (i) R Average equipment availability per
mission for ship i.
= 1 (West) ; -2 (East) .
Carcass return attrition rate.
Current time.
DELOH (i) I Change in on- hand qty at level i, during
current call to MULTE.
Shipping destination of material.
Activity designator Df activity with minimum
due- in time.
Calculated due-in time for current requi-
sition in process.
Total nr. of due-in's established for stock
during current call to MULTE.
Runnina downtime of hardware system on
ship i'during current phase.
Running downtime of hardware system on
ship i during mission.
Activity designator of due-in nr. i.
Equipment type of due-in nr. i.















DUEQ(i) I Quantity lua in on due-in nr. i.
DUES I Du
€
in material which is available a- the
current: tima. Aided to on-hand quantity.
DUET(i) S Due- in tine on due-in nr. i.
ECH I Echelon: 1-MLSF; 2-DepDt; 3-Center; 4-Repair;
EC3ST (i) R Cost of equipment type i
ENUSE I End use activity designator
.
EQPYP I Equipment type number.
ER2 (I) I Economic repair quantity fcr equipment i.
HILIM(i,j)I Inventory high limit at activity i,
foe equipment type j.
IA I Issuing activity.
IASPT I SS*; of acti/ity issuing end-use requirement.
IDaSJ(i,j)I i = 1 SSN of ordering activity
= 7 Due-m time at ordering activity
= 3 SSN of issuing activity
j * Sequential number of due-in' s establisheddurirg current call to MOLTS.
Incticatoi variable.
Input option.
H ulti -echelon supply simulation option.
Print option.
Print option.
Inventory position of activity i, for
equipment type j.
IRC I Requisition channel indicator.
= T CONUS operations
= 2 Overseas operations without MLSF
= 3 Overseas operatisns with MLS?
Ship (subsystem) identification number.




ITEMSS(i)I Indicates if current mission has been aborted
for ship i. =0 (no) ; = 1 (yes).
ITMSN I Total nr. of missions run.
IX_ I Random number seeds.





















i, at echelon j.
Counter.




Last equipment nr. on ship i.
= 1 (Ship) when, SSN i = 1-30
2 (MLSF) = 31-32
3 (Depot) = 33
4 (Center) = 34-35
Maximum due-in vector size (1000).
Maximum nr of equipment types (200) .
Maximum nr of sybsystems.
Signals start of new mission.
Minimum (Due-in time + DST) .
Mean procurement lead time equipment i.
Mean repair time equipment i.
MLSF screeninq delay.
MLSF screening delay time.
Nr. of calls to MULTE.
Temporary variable for 0RACT(1).
Stcck point deficiencies for repairables.
Nr. of issues of ship stock for equipment
Total nr. of issues from ship stock.
NMFR(i,j,k)I Nr. of equipments, i, procured from
manufacturer for level j; where,
k - 1 Nr.

















NMFS(i,k)*I Nr. of equipments, i, procured from mfr.
K as above.
NMFL(j,k)*I Nr. of eqaiDments procured from mfr for
level j. Kas above.
NMFT(k)* I Total nr. equipments procured. K as above,
NNN(i,j,k)*I Nr. of demands at i, for equip j; where,
k = 1 Total number of demands
k = 2 Number NIS demands
k = 3 Number Not Carried demands
NNNE(j,k)*I Nr. of demands for equipment j. K as above.
NNNL(i,k)*l Nr. of demands at level i. K as above.
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IHHT(K)* I Total nr. cf demands. K as above.
NRA* I Total nr. of carcasses lost through attrition.
NRF(i,j,k)I Nr. of equip, i, inducted by repair facilities
for level j; where,
k = 1 Nr. of inductions
k = 2 Nr. of items repaired
NRFE(j,k)*I Nr. equipments inducted by repari facilities
for level j. K as above.
NRFL(I,K)*I Nr . equipments, i, inducted by repair
facilities. K as above.
NFRT (K) * I Total nr. equipments inducted for repair.
K as above.
NRRT* I Total nr. items turned in to repair facility.
NRSP'PS I Total nr. of ships in simulation.
NSHIP(i,j)*I Nr. of shipments from i to j.
NSPT* I Total nr. of shipments during mission.
NT? I Nr. of equipment types being simulated.
NOSSS (i) I Ship (subsystem) nr. of ship i.
ONHilD(i,j)I On-hand quantity of equipment type j,
at activity 1
.
System stock deficiency at ICP.
Stock deficiencies at ICP stock points.
SSN of ordering activity, requisition i.
Order quantity for stook at ICP stock points.
Order quantity on requisition i.
(S €e below)
.
CTIME of last call to HOLTE.
Procurement lead time.
Quantity due.
Average equipment reliability for ship i
per mission.
RE0RD(i,j)I Reorder level for activity i, equipment j.
Nr. of requisitions currently in system.
=1 - end use; =2 - stock, for requisition i.
Quantity to be repaired.
Issuing repair facility.
For equipment i, = 1 - repairable equipment
= 2 - consumable equipment





























SSN of activity whose stock due-in isdiverted to fill end use requirement.
Ship location (see beciw).
Supply response time.
Temp holding variable for SRT.
Ship's continuous allowable downtime.
Activity identification nrauber (see below)
.
Ship supply response time (time required to
till own requisition irom .shipboard stock).
ST R Shipping time .
SUMXD(i,j)R Current on-hand inventory level for
equipment i, at echelon 3.
Due-m time plus OST.
Level of requisitioning activity.
Summation of shipboard availabilities.
Summation cf shipboard reliabilities.
Time per mission.
Real value for total nr. of missions.
Total system uptime for ship i.
Total number of successful missions for ship i.
Initial inventory investment for equipment
type i, at sohelon j.
Initial inventory investment at echelon i.
Initial inventory investment.
* Indicates that wh<=n this variable is preceeded by an ' A 1 ,
it represents an average value based on the total nr.
of missions run.
The configuration requirements of TIGER, require each
subsystem (ship) be assigned a unique number. MULTE will
require that ship's en the West Coast be assiqned numbers
870-884, and those on the East Toast 885-899. A corre-
sponding SSN (1-30) will be assiqned internally to each
ship. SSN's 31-38 are assigned to each of the other activi-














Each ship is assigned a ship location based on its coast
and the requisition channels assigned by IRC. The ship's
location will determine which order and shipping time is to




From ship location i, to repair facility
en corresponding coast.
From manufacturer to location i.
From coast i, echelon k. to location j.
where, k = 1 - MLSF
k = 2 - Depot
k. = 3 - Center
k = 4 - Manufacturer



















isa IP SSN DESTN LEVEL ECHELON
873- 884 1-15 1-3 1 —
885- 899 16-33 4-6 1 —
_ 31 7 2 1
- 32 8 2 1
- 33 9 3 Z
_ 34 10 4 3
- 35 11 4 7
_ 36 12 _ ~





3ETE0R/HULTE PROCESS FLOW CHART
The process flow charts which fallow are provided as an
aid to the potential user in understanding how the multi-
echelon supply system has been modeled. A similar flow
chart for the TIGER portion of METEOR can be found in the
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rAUUSF CP EQUIPMENT TYFE 6 CN SHIP 16 AT TIME 74,
RESULTEC IN THE FCL.CWING SUPPLY ACTICNS:
ENC USE RFGUIPEHENT FILL-:C BY SSN 16. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIME IS: 12.
ORDERS FO« STOCK WERE GENERATED AS FOLLOWS:
REQUZSI7KNOPISSN) DUE-IN AT TIME ISSUED FRCM<SSN>
U 71C 34
FAJLURf OF E6UI»MENT TYPE 7 CN SHIP 1 AT TIME 1C7,
RESULTdC IN TM= FOLLOWING SUPPLY ACTIONS:
ENC USE S ECU 1*2*5.^ FILLtC EY SSN 35. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIPS IS: 624,
ORDERS FOR STCCS v^RS GE'.'ERATEC AS FOLLOWS:
RECJISITITftrR(SSN) OUE-IN AT TIME ISSUED FRCM<SSNI
35 4SE 38
FAUURS :r EOUIP-ENT TYPE 4 CN SHIP 16 AT TIME 141,
RESULTED IN "-.= FCllC4l\G SUPPLY ACTIONS:
ENC USE RECL'IP.E^NT FILIED SY SSN 34. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIfE IS: 624.
NO ORDERS FC5 STCC< RESILTED FROM THIS ISSUE.
F&UUR" OF FCjIPM = ?T TYPE 7 CN SHIP 16 AT TIME 311,
RESULT?.- (N T-E FCIlCwtNG SUPPLY ACTIONS:
ENC US? PEtUIRcMjNT FIL.EO AY SSN 35. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIKE IS: 523.
NO ORDERS TO* STOr.K RFSjLTED FROM THIS ISSUE.
FAILURE Cr fOUIPMEVT TYPE 2 CN SHIP 16 AT TIME 314,
RESULTEC "N THE FCLLCWING SUPPLY ACTICNS:
ENC USE ".EQUIRE^NT FILLEC a Y SSN 16. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIME IS: 12.
ORDERS FOR STCCK WERE CENERATEC AS FOLLOWS:
RE<JSH$ITICr'GR<SSN> DUE-IN AT TIME ISSUED FRCM(SSN)
1< 476 32
32 676 34
FAILURE C* COUIPT-NT TYPE I CN SHIP 1 AT TIME 370,
RESULTEr IN THE FCLLCWING SUPPLY ACTIONS:
ENC USE SPSUiRE^T FILLED BY SSN 1. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIME IS: 12.
ORCERS *0R STCCK w£RE GENERATED AS FCLLCWS:
RcOuiSITIONCR(SSN) DUE-IN AT TIME ISSUED FPOM<SSN»
,\ m w
35 5366 36
FAILURE OF EOUIPMENT TYPE 6 CN SHIP 1 A7 TIME 3S7,
RESULTEC IN THE FOLLOWING SUPPLY ACTIONS:
FNO USE RECUIPEMENT FILLEO 3Y SSN 1. SUPPLY RESPONSE TIME IS: 12,
CPOERS FOR STCCK WERE GENERATEC AS FCLLCWS:





DATA SUMMARY: Mt.lTI-EOEl.CN SUPPLY SYSTEM
10 S1KUL4TE0 ^ISSICNS HAVE BEEN BUN. Tl-E FCLLLOUNG
SUMMARY STATISTICS ABE eAS=C CN AVERAGE NUMBERS PEP MISSION.
I. PROCUREMENT COSTS
fChELCN SUMMARY
SHIPPEO FRC* MFR TC:























































EQUIPMENT NR. I 2
NP. INOUCTICNS CO 0.1






















NR. ITEMS RETURNEC BY SHIPS TC REPAIR FACILITIES: 2.4








III. TRANSPORTATION COSTS <NR. SHIFPENTS)
CESTINATICN ACTIVITY
MLSF-W (71













(OESINATIONS \-t PSFER TO SHIP LOCATICNSi12 3 4
0.0 0.0 3.4 CCCo 0.0 CO CO
0.0 0.0 1.9 CO
0.0 0.0 C9 CO
0.0 0.0 1.5 CO
0.0 0.0 C2 CO
0.0 1.0 CO CO
0.0 0.0 2.0 CO
5CO 60.0 70.0 aCO 0.0 •CO 0.0
0.0 3.0 CC CO O.C 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.7 CC 0.0 CO 0.0
0.0 1.7 CC 2.1 O.C 0.0 0.0
0.0 1.7 1.8 C.2 O.C 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.2 0.0 CO 0.0 0. 0.0




















2 200. CO 10C.CC ICO. 00
3 700. CO 0.0 O.C 700.00







7 O.C C.C 0.0 999.00
8 4000. CO 0.0 2C0O.CC 4C0O.OO
9 199<?8.C0 CO 0.0 9999.00
TCTALS: 29898.00 2600. CO 7250. CO 23548.00
TOTAL INVESTMENT: 43296. CO
AVERAGE ON-HANC INVENTORY CCLLAR VALUE
SCt-ELCN: SHIfS MLSF OEPCT CENTERS
EQUIPMENT
1
467.73 443. C5 0.0 366.89
113. ie 3«.33 O.C 23.25
3 576.29 0.0 0.0 575.60
4 0.0 0.0 1880.76 1541.97
3 697.47 697.47 269.33 1484.30
|
828.11 0.0 707. £2 1558.52
0.0 O.C O.C 47.85
e 3573.15 0.0 1842.38 3557.18
9 9851.71 0.0 0.0 3829.34
totals* 161C7.61 1179.85 4700.29 13184.89
TOTAL INVESTMENT: 35172.64



















3. 3/1. 2/?. C
3.4/0.0/3.4




































































MAROWARE SYSTEM PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
2 ENC USE ACTIVtTES WSRE MVULATEO IN A MISSION OF OURATICN
10 SIMULATSO MISSIONS WERE RUN
1000.
THE FOLLOWING STATISTICS REPRESENT AVERAGES PER MISSION, PER ^NC USE ACTIVITY
1. SYSTEM RELIABILITY (PPC8 CF SUCCESSFUL MISSION)
- 0.0





The program listing which follows, includes portions of
the TIGER simulation and the complete multi-echelon supply
program listing. Only the TIGER main program, and those
subprograms changed as a result of .1EIE0R, are presented.
The major changes to TIGER are as follows whan the multi-
echelon supply option is Ln effect:
a) Deletion of the TIGER logistics system and associated
input para centers in subroutines TTE and PACK respec-
tively.
b) Call statement to subroutine 1ULTE in TI3ER subroutine
TTE.
c) Call statement to subroutine MSTAT (supply system
statistical summary) in TIGER main program.
d) Additional read statements foe supply system parame-
ters in TIGER main program.
e) Computation of equipment related performance measures
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